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to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide training for students
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best source for information, education and entertainment news. As a training program, the
Observer is the practical application of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches
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Safari System Upgrade Outage
The Safari system will not be available after 5:00 P.M.,
Thursday, April 19th for a software upgrade.
Beginning Wednesday, April 25th, at 8:00 A.M.,
the improved Safari system will provide:

Navigation contains Drop-Down Menus and
Breadcrumbs for enhanced efficiency!
For students, an improved CAPS Report,
the new Enrollment Planner, plus an improved
Student Center!
For faculty, an improved Faculty & Advising Center
that consolidates access to Holds, To-Do Lists,
and other information to a single page!
NOTE: Wildcat Connection services
(Blackboard, GroupWise Email, On-Line Tutoring, etc.)
will be available during the Safari upgrade.
When the upgrade is complete, Safari access will
be available on Wildcat Connection.
User names and Passwords will not change.

Questions?
The following offices can assist while Safari is unavailable
(Friday, April 20th - Tuesday, April 24th):

Registrar – x3001
Financial Aid – x1611
Student Financials (Cashier) – x3546
Human Resources – x1202
* For other questions or assistance, please contact the Helpdesk at x2001.
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Editor//Danny Schmidt

cwuobservernews@gmail.com

BY BONNIE DAVIDSON

Staff Reporter

Ellensburg turns a new page towards
development and growth. What many believed would be a retail battle in the area
is being embraced by the community and
by businesses.
Gene Martin has been working on
plans to develop the area around the newly opened Carl’s Jr. A water park, hotels,
restaurants, a convention center and an
outlet mall are all in the works and planning for the area. Approximately $80 million is invested to develop the land off the
interstate.
The construction will bring in around
500 construction jobs, and eventually will
bring around 275 or more permanent
jobs--something this area could use.
The interstate area on the south side of
town has been growing in recent years and
the cars that stop for gas and food could be
drawn in for other business. The tax revenues from the area could total up to $1.1
million annually after all of the construction is finished and that’s not including admissions and utility taxes.
Director of Economic Development
for the Kittitas Chamber of Commerce
Ron Cridlebaugh explained that this is
something that’s been in the works for a
few years and something the chamber of
commerce has been supportive of.
“This gives us a chance to attract shoppers from all over the county,” Cridlebaugh said. “Studies show that this could
draw in people from a 100 to a 150-mile
radius.”
Cridlebaugh also commented on how
he was very happy to see the City Council work with the developer quickly and
smoothly to get the land rezoned for the
intended development. Several years ago,
Fred Meyer began the process of moving
into town and there was a lot of resistance
surrounding the building. That wasn’t the
case this time.

BONNIE DAVIDSON/observer

VISIONS It may not look like much now, but the area above is where Ellensburg’s
water park would be built.

The Ellensburg Downtown Association Director Carolyn Honeycutt strongly
believes that this could bring a concrete
change to all business. The town has also
discussed transit options to bring shoppers
from the interstate to the downtown area.
The tourism and foot traffic could increase
all around Ellensburg.
“I haven’t gotten the impression that
there isn’t excitement to see the new development,” Honeycutt said. “People are getting off the freeway all the time but don’t
stop; this could be a chance to market the
downtown and gain in tour groups.”
Honeycutt and other business owners
have discussed plans to open up foot traffic and possible transit to bridge the gap
between the two areas. It’s just too far out
to speculate on anything for sure to know
exactly how it will look like currently. Ideas
of trolleys and adding onto the already

current transit have all been brought up.
Many downtown stores agree with
Honeycutt that these outlet stores coming
in will be selling to a different market than
what is offered downtown. One of the coowners of the Lotus, Kim Holland, agrees
that there may be competition but that
this is an opportunity for the city.
“Anything that makes jobs is awesome,” Holland said. “It’s not like they’re
selling our same product--they’re selling
their own product lines.”
Holland also explained that they receive stacks of job applications and that
she would be happy to see those stacks
go down as people find places to work. It
would also be a way to keep college students and other shoppers from taking their
cash to shop in Yakima and North Bend.
According to an editorial discussion in
the Yakima Herald, the stores are worried

about how the outlet mall might create a
dent in their sales and shopping patterns
from Ellensburg residents. Verlynn Best,
CEO of the Yakima Chamber of Commerce, explained that they also viewed this
as a positive move in the community. She
said that they were glad to see progress
and addition of jobs in the area.
“Communities should complement one
another, probably a few of us [from Yakima] will be checking it out when it’s all
done,” Best said.
Another store owner from Ellensburg
agrees that this could be a step in the right
direction. Jan Ramirez, owner of Royal
Sports, heard about possible plans of a
water park several years ago when he was
a student at Central.
“Downtown will always be the hub,”
Ramirez said. “It’s always good to have
more retail and shopping areas; it brings
in more people.”
Royal Sports is a new business; it’s only
been open for about four months, but
Ramirez is excited to be in an area that’s
growing. He’s ready to get involved with
the Ellensburg Downtown Association
and the Chamber of Commerce.
The ribbon cutting for Carl’s Jr. happened last week and this is just the first
of many developments to come on the
property. Carl’s Jr. owner, Paul Jones, is
very positive about the development that
will neighbor his business. His restaurant
brought about 50 new jobs into town.
“Anytime you bring income to the local people you bring money into the local
area,” Jones said.
There may be a few in town who aren’t
excited for new retail that might compete
with other businesses but Cridlebaugh explained a business can compete with other
businesses easier when they can compare
prices directly, but if people are leaving
town to shop there’s no competition.
“Let’s make Ellensburg a final destination to stop,” Cridlebaugh said.

ROTC gets to the Point

CWU’s team heading to West Point for competition
BY Joey brakus

Staff Reporter

For the first time, Central Washington
University’s U.S. Army ROTC will participate in this year’s Sandhurst Competition
at the prestigious U.S. Military Academy
in West Point, New York.
After training over the course of several months, the team has become family.
“The team has a lot of spirit and comaraderie,” said Major Jay Cook, the team’s
training officer. “They know each other
very well, including their strengths and
weaknesses.”
Within any family there are unique and
dynamic members.
“We have a lot of individuals on the
team, so getting them to focus on a common goal is sometimes difficult, but they’re
all very strong in their skills and they know
what they need to do,” said team captain
Sean Flanagan. “They definitely have
their own way of thinking of how something should be done, but they’re all able
to focus on what the mission is.”
According to Jessica Myers, one of two
team leaders, the team is very laid back.
“It’s easier for us to work together
and get the job done without getting too
stressed about the outcome,” Myers said.
The team has many strengths, including morale, motivation and supporting
each other.
“One of our biggest strengths is carry-

ing each other when somebody is weaker
at something,” Myers said. “There’s always someone there to pick up the slack
and somebody to help motivate them.”
The team began training two hours
a day in October, consisting of physical
and skills training along with running.
The team has had to overcome not having all of the proper equipment that other
schools they are competing with have.
“We’ve had to improvise and we’ve had
a lot of help from different groups on and
off campus,” Flanagan said. “The OPR
[Outdoor Pursuits & Rentals] has been extremely helpful with instructing us on how
to repel which is something we’ll need for
this competition.”
The team is hoping to do well in the
competition, but losing isn’t an end-all-beall. Flanagan and Myers are both hoping
to have fun and enjoy the once-in-a-lifetime experience they are being given.
“It’s been a lot of training and I’m excited to put everything to work and see
how we do,” Myers said.
Flanagan hopes the team places in the
top half of the competition, but is honored just to have been selected to compete
in the Sandhurst competition.
“I love competing against other people
and having that competitive spirit and
drive,” Flanagan said. “It’s pretty special
being a senior and having this be the first
year that we make it.”
According to Flanagan, one of the

PHOTO COURTESY OF CWU

PULLING THE TRIGGER A member of CWU’s ROTC sharpens his shooting skills.
The team will participate in the 2012 Sandhurst Competition in West Point, New York.

hardest parts of the competition will be
trying to get everyone on the team to focus
on what needs to be done, and trying to
make sure everyone shares the same vision
about how to accomplish each task.
Another difficult part will be marksmanship and precision in long range
shooting due to the lack of training.
Training for the event pushed Flanagan’s leadership skills. He has loved the
experience this year has given him.
The team beat out many other schools
in their brigade to participate in the event.
The two-day competition will take place
on April 20 and 21. The Sandhurst competition is international and will include
teams from Spain, Australia, and Taiwan.
Central’s ROTC team will compete in
11 events: marksmanship, IED (Impro-

vised Explosive Device)/communications,
boat course, rappel, weapons/grenade,
TCCC (Tactical Combat Casualty Care,
land navigation, obstacle course, DMI
(Department of Military Instruction) challenge, rope bridge and time.
The team will be scored on each event
by which position they place. There are at
least 60 teams competing in the event, giving first place 60 points and last place one.
Time will be independently scored based
on timed lengths between events.
The team consists of: Sean Flanagan,
Marquis McKiever, Jessica Myers, Grant
Skallerud, Alexander Lograsso, Logan
Johnson, Michael Coffman, Anthony
Godwin, and George Madden, along with
alternatives Brianna Bofinger and Joshua
Agard.
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60 companies attend career fair
BY KAYLA TIPPIE

Staff Reporter

On April 12, Central Washington University’s annual Career Quest fair ﬁlled the
SURC ballroom. Tables were lined side
by side along the walls, and the noise of
greetings and conversations ﬁlled the air.
Various companies and organizations,
from Boeing to the Seattle Police Department, were present. Volunteer organizations such as the Intermountain Americorps and Peacecorps also showed up.
Every year, organizations come together to make contact with future employees
and interns. Some accept resumes and
others are just there to answer questions
from students who are looking into working at the organization in the future.
Vicki Sannuto, a career counselor at
Central Washington University’s Career
Center, said that the center puts on about
ﬁve fairs each year, but the Career Quest
fair is the largest. With more than 60 organizations registered to have a table at the
fair, Sannuto explained how they decide
which organizations will attend.
“We do ask students, faculty. Sometimes employers just say, ‘I want to
come’,” Sannuto said. “They know what
majors we have and they want to recruit
those majors.”
Shane Ourada, junior construction
management, came to the career fair to
check out Boeing as well the Sun Valley
Company, with whom he had served an
internship the year before.

“It’s really good the school does this,”
Ourada said. “If I hadn’t come here last
year, I wouldn’t have gotten the job at Sun
Valley.”
Some students came to do research on
the various companies and internships.
Jaime Daily, senior marketing, said that
she had never been to a career fair before
but she was interested in internships.
“I like how they always give you something,” Daily said. “Pamphlets are great to
do research on your own.”
Some students came not only for jobs,
but also to look at continuing their education. The fair featured several schools that
provided in-depth information on their
graduate programs.
The Career Quest fair was not just
ﬁlled with Central students, but Wildcat
alumni as well. Many of the employers in
attendance were Central graduates.
Kyla Saslow, a recent law and justice,
business administration and human resources graduate, came to the fair to recruit for Boeing.
“We like a variety and mixture of
people to represent the company,” Saslow
said.
Carrie Mikasa, a recent Gonzaga University graduate, said she feels she can relate to students graduating and looking for
a job, and doesn’t discourage anyone from
applying, no matter what their major is.
“Deﬁnitely all majors are welcome to
apply,” Mikasa said.
Another Central graduate, Bill Eastman, was also there recruiting for Boeing.

PRESTON PRENDERGAST/OBSERVER

TAKING FLIGHT Big companies like Boeing attended the job fair to find potential
new employees. One employer speaks with a student at the fair.

Even the Seattle Police department
had a Central graduate representing them
at the fair. Debbie Backstrom, a law and
justice graduate, is now a sergeant in the
Seattle Police Department. Backstrom
said that they had a fair amount of people
come to their table.
“A lot of people want to know how
long the process takes,” Backstrom said.
“Which is about six months.”
Backstrom said that the Seattle Police
Department takes any degree, and that
they are hiring 40 new ofﬁcers this year.
“We have people with accounting ma-

jors, art majors, just the whole gambit,”
Backstrom said.
Another option for students to look at
was the volunteer organizations, such as
the Intermountain Americorps. Program
Supervisor Toby Haberlock believes some
students might want to look into volunteering instead of going straight for a job
after graduation.
“They get a bunch of experience,”
Haberlock said. “They can put their loans
in forbearance, get grants to pay off some
the debt they accrue, and just to be able to
give back.”
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Chamber of Commerce supports Carl’s Jr. ribbon cutting
BY GRACIE MANLOW

Staff Reporter

The Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce helped Carl’s Jr. in their monumental ribbon cutting on April 11.
Owner Paul Jones, along with eight
Chamber of Commerce members, held a
special ceremony in honor of the restaurant. Jones thanked Ellensburg and everyone who made his dream a reality.
“It’s been a long-time goal,” Jones said.
Jones recalls 14 years ago he scribbled
some notes about his dream of owning his
own restaurant and ranch in Ellensburg.
“And here we are,” Jones said. “This
goal is 14 years in the making.”
Although the restaurant has been open
for a month, Jones explained having a ceremony after the opening was important.
“From a business standpoint, I wanted
to open as soon as construction was ﬁnished,” Jones said. “Construction was literally done about 10 minutes before we
opened the doors.”
Carl’s Jr. opened on March 13, which
Jones recalls as exciting, but expected,
mayhem.
“We made about $12,000 that Tues-

BONNIE DAVIDSON/OBSERVER

SLICING The Chamber of Commerce and Ellensburg Downtown Association support Carl’s Jr. owner Paul Jones for his ribbon cutting.

day,” Jones said. “It’s almost exactly what
I was expecting. The sales volume for the
ﬁrst week was right at my projection.”
Jones prepared for the big opening by
hiring and training a large staff.
“We hired six or seven managers and
50 crew,” Jones said. “We’ll probably
ramp another ten [employees] right before
Memorial Day weekend.”

Homeschooled student Keith Robertson was thankful to become a part of the
Carl’s Jr. Team.
“I saw the job advertised through Work
Source,” Robertson said. “I got the interview and pretty much got hired right
away.”
Jones commented on how the addition
of the restaurant will help Ellensburg’s

Art Commission just wants to have funds
Staff Reporter

Ellensburg Arts Commission is seeking
to increase the recently-created Ellensburg Public Art Fund. As the city updates
its codes for land development, the Arts
Commission is working to provide incentives for developers to support public art.
Under the city council, 14 boards and
commissions have their own area of specialization and focus. The goal of the Arts
Commission is to bolster and unite visual
and performing artists here in Ellensburg.
“We’re trying to take what’s here as an
art community and really support it, enable it to grow,” said Arts Commission
Chair William Campbell. “Try and sponsor as many community events as possible.”
Currently, the Arts Commission receives $8,000 annually from the city budget to stimulate the arts community. The
money is then used to ﬁnance public art
pieces, raise awareness of local art galleries and fund art events such as the First
Friday Art Walk.
Some fear that the $8,000 allocation is

not enough to effectively accomplish the
aims of the commission.
“We are trying to do our best with [the
budget],” said Monica Miller, the Arts
Commission vice-chair. “But we would
like to be able to do more for the city.”
With the city council reviewing development codes, the Arts Commission is
seizing the opportunity to establish a fund
for public arts. Their idea is to create incentives resulting in donations of money
or public space to a new public arts fund.
“This is an optional fund that builders
can choose to put their money into,” Miller said. “So it’s not taking anything from
the taxpayers.”
The concept, which is still in its beginning stages, is being recommended to the
Planning Commission for inclusion into
the Draft Land Development Code. From
the Planning Commission, the codes will
then be presented to the city council for
discussion and ﬁnally a vote.
The Planning Commission “seemed
pretty accepting of it,” Campbell said.
“All they’re asking for us now is probably
to tighten up our language, make it ready
for the city council.”

Inclusion of a public arts incentive in
the Draft Land Development Code should
ensure that the arts community grows in

find out

how

you can

advertise

step with the city of Ellensburg. Campbell
insists that art in Ellensburg is important.
“It really deﬁnes a place,” Campbell
said. “It gives you a glimpse of who the
people are and what they think about and
how they feel about the place they live.”

CALL:
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with us

Raise the bar.

BY MATTHEW THOMPSON

economic development.
“Anytime you employ local people, you
are bringing money to the community,”
Jones said. “By opening our restaurant we
have brought sales, income, taxes, I think
we are contributing greatly to the local
economy.”
Ellensburg Chamber of Commerce
Membership Marketing Consultant Tony
Brooks is hopeful that with the addition of
more attractions, there will be more opportunities for Ellensburg.
“The more businesses we get in Ellensburg, the better it’s going to be,” Brooks
said. “People don’t have to leave Ellensburg to get jobs.”
According to the Carl’s Jr. staff, plenty
of people are taking advantage of the new
addition to Ellensburg.
“A lot of people come here. Even people from Yakima and the Tri-Cities come
here to eat,” Robertson said.
Yakima residents shouldn’t worry too
much. According to Jones, there are plans
for Carl’s Jr. to head that way very soon.
“We are in the process of closing a
deal on a remodel that will happen very
quickly,” Jones said. “We’re looking at a
potential grand opening around July 15.”
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Chatting with President Gaudino
BY DANNY SCHMIDT

News Editor

When did you
envision yourself
being a college
president?
It wasn’t until just
maybe a year and a
half before I became
one. I became one
in January of ’09, so
somewhere around 2007. I never thought
about doing this job. It just wasn’t in my
thought process.
I was a dean at Kent State. Before being a dean, my title was executive director,
but I was basically the guy in charge of a
national organization. When I got to be a
dean, my president kept noting to me that
I was thinking more like a president than
a dean because I was worried about other
stuff that wasn’t my job. She started counseling me a little bit, mentoring me a little
bit, and at some point said, ‘I think with
your mentality, you’d be a good president.’
When I was [20] I didn’t sit back and say,
‘university president, that’s for me. I don’t
think anybody ever says that to be honest
with you.

What are some of the biggest
challenges that come with your job?
Budget, budget and budget. But that
brings a host of other challenges. Because
when you don’t have a budget, and the
state gives you a no-raise scenario. We
have laws about giving raises. We can’t
increase compensation. Obviously that
creates frustration and morale problems.
The state keeps cutting money from us,
dramatic amounts of money, which means
we have to raise tuition, which brings frustration for [students]. One of the real
challenges is maintaining a high quality
experience for the students because that’s
our job.
What’s going on this quarter?
I think the big thing this quarter will be
starting to replace the money that we’ve
lost over the last three years. We’re starting
to put it back in. It’s very exciting. In fact,
we just got some good news. The legislature just passed our budget and we’re the
only university to have gotten additional
money out of the legislature. It’s not a lot
but it’s a little bit and every little bit helps.
So while the other universities either got a
small cut or no cut, we actually got money
put back on our budget. We’re very excited about that.

Professor shakes it up

Lisa Ely gets grant to study earthquakes in Chile
BY SANTOS HERRERA

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University geology professor Lisa Ely was awarded a grant
for approximately $300,000 from the National Science Foundation for geological
research.
The studies will be performed in
Concepción, Chile, The grant was to be
spread out in a three-year period. That
period began this last January. Some of
Ely’s main focus is to research the cause of
earthquakes and tsunamis, as well as their
effects on the land. Chile is known to have
their fair share of natural disasters due to
their geographical location.
The first trip that Ely took was in 2009.
She was accompanied by Caitlin Orem, a
Central graduate student at the time who
is now pursuing a PHD at the University
of Arizona. Orem has also shifted her focus from earthquakes and tsunamis to the
landscape formation of valleys and mountains. Orem also studies the effects that
wildfires have on the landscape in New
Mexico.
The two teamed up with Marco Cisternas, a Chilean geology professor out of
the Universidad Católica de Valparaíso,
and two other colleagues. The team was
in search of physical evidence of an earthquake and tsunami that was documented
on February 20, 1835 by Charles Darwin
himself. Darwin is most popularly known
for his research and findings on evolution.
However, a little known fact is that
Darwin was also a dedicated geologist.
He was on the Beagle expedition when he
documented the earthquake and tsunami
in Chile.
Orem stated that she and Ely flew into
Santiago and then traveled to Concepcion, Chile. One of the main goals of the
three-week project was to find out how frequently earthquakes and tsunamis occur.
“Typical days were going out to low
water areas and look at sand deposits in
the marshy areas,” Orem said.
The samples collected were brought
back home to Central for further study by

PHOTO COURTESY OF LISA ELY

STUDYING Lisa Ely (middle) will soon
be studying earthquakes in Chile.

both faculty and students.
A year later, an earthquake with a magnitude of 8.8 rumbled throughout Chile
and destroyed much of Concepcion; the
same location that Ely and Orem were researching. In addition to the earthquake,
a tsunami came through after the quake
and caused much more damage than what
was already done.
Ely once again returned to Chile under
a rapid response program funded through
a National Geographic Society Research
Grant. Ely now had the opportunity to research and study the immediate effects of
earthquakes and tsunamis and compare
and contrast them with historically established documents. It was this that helped
lead to Ely’s $300,000 grant to continue
pursuing the research in Chile.
In truth, the grant amount was actually
a joint sum. Ely received approximately
half and Cisternas received approximately
half from the Chilean Government. With
this kind of research, Ely and Cisternas
and their colleagues may be able to better
understand natural disasters.
Ely plans to return to Chile in January
of 2013. January is the best time of year
to go and conduct these types of research
and studies because when it is winter here,
it’s summer in Chile.

What are your long term goals?
One goal, and it sounds simple, but it
will take a lot of work. Central is a fantastic university, but it doesn’t always enjoy
the reputation that it deserves. So one of
the goals I have is to have more people recognize Central for how good it actually is
and to increasingly be the first choice for
students, maybe even when they’re freshmen in high school. So they’re starting to
say ‘I want to go to Central.’ I’d like people
to understand that our freshmen classes
number into the 20s, 30s, 40s, where as at
the University of Washington you might
be in a section that has 1,000 people in it.
I think we have a good town-and-gown
relationship, but I’d like it to get better. I’d
like this to be the kind of town where the
students say, ‘I hope I get into Central because I’d like to live in Ellensburg for four
years. That place has got it going,’ from
a student eyeball; It’s got it going from a
62-year-old man eyeball, I’d like to have
it going from a 22-year-old eyeball. And
they aren’t the same eyes, we know that.
The hard part is we’re going through
tough economic times; so are local businesses. So as I raise my tuition on [students], and no one wants to do that, but
we have to do that. That puts less discretionary money in your pocket. That might

be one less burger you buy downtown or
one less movie ticket you buy. We got to
get the financial problem fixed before that
would work. But I don’t think there will be
any disagreement between what we want
to accomplish, it’s how we want to accomplish it.
What would surprise readers to
know about you?
Maybe it’s not surprising; I have no
talents whatsoever. It’s probably also not
surprising, look at me, I love to cook. One
of my favorite pastimes is cooking. I like
to make everything, but I particularly like
to make Italian sauces, French sauces. I
love the saucy sort of stuff. I like to try and
make very delicate flavors. A lot of people don’t know this: I’ve got an old beat
up pickup truck in the garage. I get about
one day every other week because of my
schedule, but I like going in there and
beating my knuckles against metal. It’s a
1935 Dodge, and I try working on that.
I’m embarrassed to tell you, but I’m
still pretty much stuck in 1975. Bob Dylan,
Van Morrison, Ray Charles, Linda Ronstadt, that kind of stuff. I’m pretty rooted in 1975. No disco, none of that stuff.
That’s actually on my iPhone. I’m a pretty
advanced guy.

D.O.S.S candidates campaign
BY Aubrey abbott

Staff Reporter

Each Dean of Student Success candidate has had the opportunity to speak at
a public forum throughout the past two
weeks.
One of the duties of the Dean of Student Success includes overseeing the Department of Student Success.
According to the Student Success website, the selected Dean will serve during
an exciting time in Central’s history. Not
only have the Division of Academic and
Student Affairs combined to make a single
division, but they also provide learning opportunities for each student at Central. In
order to be considered for the position, applicants must acquire a successful record
of progressive leadership, evidence of academic and student life, vision and a significant experience administering student
affairs/life/support programs.
Marji Morgan, dean of the College of
Arts and Humanities, is the chair of the
search committee that helps select the final
candidate.
“I personally have a lot of time with the
candidates,” Morgan said.
Morgan has the opportunity to interview the candidates, along with the rest of
the committee, sit on the Provost council
and provide transportation for candidates.
The search committee is the sub-committee to the Provost/Vice President for
Academic and Student Life. Morgan explained that the selection process consists
of a compiled assessment of each candidate.
The search committee will meet once
all the candidates have been to campus.
During their meetings, the committee will
talk about the strengths and weaknesses of
each candidate. They will then base their
choosing of the candidate on their interactions with the candidates and feedback
from others. Finally, they will combine the
interview and forum results of each candidate, then the search committee sends
their results to Provost Marilyn Levine and
she will make the final decision.
[Levine] “makes the final call and looks
at the strengths,” Morgan said.
The final candidates are John BelloOgunu, Sarah Swager, and Rajesh Bellani.

Each candidate answered many questions
for a plethora of students, faculty, and
committee members at the public forums.
All of the candidates had the same set of
questions during the forum: “What is your
definition of student success?” and “What
is your role in promoting student success
singly and collectively?”
John Bello-Ogunu, the assistant vice
president and chief diversity office at the
College of Charleston, participated in a
campus interview and public forum.
Sarah Swager, former vice president
and dean of students at Randolph College
in Lynchburg, Va., has worked very closely
with a wide range of faculty.
“The university is a vibrant composite
of people from all kinds of different backgrounds,” Swager said. “I would hope
student success involves having students
exposed to all of those differences, and develop a really deep appreciation for what
each of us brings to the table as an unique
individual.”
Swager participated in the public forum on Tuesday, April 10 in the SURC.
“Is the institution making it possible for
students to meet their goals? Are we providing the services students need?” Swager
said. “I think it is really important for the
university to make sure that students understand what support they have.”
In the public forum on April 12, Rajesh
Bellani stated his incentives and platform
for the position. Bellani explained that he
particularly enjoys Central because of its
uniqueness and structure, the large institution, and the similar scenery and community feel to his hometown in Illinois.
“CWU is a very spirited campus, it
takes its form in many ways, and to see
the rigor that the students go through, the
excitement that they have for the campus
is amazing,” Bellani said. “In my opinion,
[spirit] doesn’t always have to be rah-rah,
but it is vibrant and pervasive throughout
the campus and you can feel it when you
walk on the campus.”
The selected Dean of Student Success
will begin their term in the upcoming academic year. The selection process is prominent in choosing a candidate with strong
skills, communicating across campus and
connecting to the students, faculty, and
staff at Central.
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Make printers
green machines

Going green has been a huge trend
among universities, businesses and people
in the last few years.
You sort of have
to wonder how much
some of these businesses and schools
actually want to improve our environmental situation and
how much they just
want to put out the
right image.
WES MORROW
Regardless
of
Sports Editor
motivation,
many
universities have made great strides in
the right direction. Central appears to be
right in the thick of it. In the last few years,
we’ve erected new buildings, like Dean
and the Hogue extension, which meet rigorous environmental standards. We’ve put
a kibosh on frivolous printing. We’ve put
up a wind turbine on campus and begun
harvesting wind energy. We even have a
course path devoted to the study of the
environment.
But from time to time, I ﬁnd myself
wondering if we’re really doing all that we
can.
You’ve probably heard of Central’s
new printing policy, including charging for
printing over a certain limit and putting
cover pages on every print job.
This is where I ﬁrst became confused.
If we’re trying to save paper then why are
we printing off an extra sheet with every
print job? Are people printing off classiﬁed information that one person working
the print corral can’t see? If so, why can’t
they print at any other lab on campus
where they can get their own paper off
the printer?
Let’s assume that the average print job
at the library is ﬁve pages. That means
for every 100 pages printed in the library,
they’re actually printing 120 pages.
On top of that, if we really want to reduce the amount of paper we print, why
don’t we set the printers to automatically
print double-sided. For many of the printers, this option doesn’t work even if you
select it yourself.
I’m aware that many of the printers
may simply be too old or broken down to
print double-sided, but perhaps then we
should think about funding new printers.
We could reduce our printing by nearly
half. If we really want to reduce our printing impact, that seems a bit of a necessary
step, no?
Printing aside, there are plenty of areas
where Central can focus its efforts. We’ve
reduced our energy reliance by a fraction
by installing the wind turbine outside the
Science building, but is that enough?
It’s deﬁnitely a step in the right direction, but we’d need dozens and dozens
more to cover the university’s energy consumption. And yet, if you’ve ever been
inside a building on campus at night, as I
have far too many times, you would notice
that the majority of the lights stay on 24
hours a day.
Leaving thousands of lights on for hours

at night seems a bit needlessly wasteful.

I’m no electrician, but couldn’t we simply
put most of the building lights on a timer
to turn off when they close?
Yeah, people will still be working in
some areas on campus, but those people
could just manually turn their lights on.
We’d be cutting out all non-essential energy consumption at night, saving the school
money, reducing our environmental impact and doing so with only a minimal inconvenience to those few people working
late on campus.

Send us your ponderings/ideas to
cwuobserver@gmail.com or post on the
CWU Observer Online Facebook wall.
I want to hear from all of you!

Sometimes, the forces of nature really
seem to be working against us.
Over the weekend, the Midwestern
states were consistently under a severe
weather watch, primarily for tornadoes.
According to a 2006 CNN report, on
Sunday alone, 10 tornadoes were reported. But that was nothing compared
to Saturday’s count, with 122 tornadoes
reported. The town of Woodward, Okla.
was the hardest hit, suffering ﬁve deaths,
including three children. For those in
counties under storm watches, there was
nothing to do at the time but wait.
Storms strike without warning. When
they hit, the best hope one has is preparation. But preparation isn’t everything.
A plan for rebuilding is also key.
If the United States government has
learned anything in the past six years,
it’s that disaster response for its citizens
is more important than preparation.
The Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) was blasted by for their
post-Hurricane Katrina response. New
Orleans still hasn’t been rebuilt to its preKatrina glory, and the Department of
Homeland Security’s report on FEMA’s

Whatever the
weather

KATHARINE LOTZE

Editor-in-chief

Katrina response blasted the agency for
being “slow and ineffective,” according
to CNN.
And even six years later, FEMA is still
feeling the heat. The natural disasters
won’t stop (and with global warming,
they’re slated to become worse), and US
citizens are going to continue to need

help. When tornadoes and hurricanes
level and ﬂood hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of homes, the government
cannot sit idly by and wait to determine
the full extend of the damage. Politicians
are quick to start the damage control
when a sex scandal makes landfall, but
they move at a glacial pace to help citizens whose homes, worldly possessions
and livelihoods have been destroyed.
As one of the wealthiest countries
(well, maybe) in the world, one would expect the US to be the ﬁrst on the scene
during a disaster. They’re quick to rush
the money and aid overseas to another
nation, like Haiti after the devastating
earthquake last year, but what about the
people right here at home?
We shouldn’t turn a blind eye to
those needing assistance elsewhere in the
world, but it’s time we get our priorities
straight. The folks here on the home front
don’t need help three months from now,
or even three days. If FEMA’s learned
anything in the last six years, for the sake
of the citizens of Woodward, Okla. and
elsewhere in the Midwest, please let it be
expediency in times of disaster.

Not even death can stop the ‘Pac
Last Sunday, the three-day long music and art festival
Coachella concluded
with a legendary performance from hip
hop royalty Dr. Dre
and Snoop Dogg.
Dre and Snoop ran
through all their hits
from “Nothin’ But a
G Thang” to “Still
D.R.E.” ThroughCONNOR
out the show several
VANDERWEYST
guests came out to
Assistant Sports
show love and perEditor
form; including Kurupt, Warren G, Kendrick Lamar, Wiz
Khalifa, 50 Cent, and Eminem.
However, the most astonishing performance came from an artist who wasn’t
even there. After Dre ﬁnished performing

his classic “California Love,” the lights
went black and the crowd hushed. No one
would forget what ﬁnally broke the silence.
Slowly, a hologram of the deceased Tupac
Amaru Shakur rose from the stage. I don’t
know how it looked live, but on my screen
it looked as if Pac himself had risen. The
hologram was so lifelike that it was a little scary. What made Hologram-Tupac’s
performance so astonishing was the way
he interacted with the crowd, Dre, and
Snoop. It was like he had never left.
At one point, Pac asked the crowd,
“What up Coachella?” I need to know
how this was all possible. It didn’t sound
like they synched the recordings with a
hologram. Pac was adlibbing like it was
a real show. Tupac was onstage for about
ﬁve minutes and performed a chilling rendition of “Hail Mary” and then accompanied Snoop for their classic “2 of Ameri-

kaz Most Wanted.” Is this the future of
concerts? Is the audience going to expect
holograms of their favorite artists at every
show now? I hope not. It would be really
awkward if you went to a Run-DMC reunion concert and saw Jam Master Jay or
to a Fat Joe show and saw Big Pun.
This reanimation of Pac should be a
one-time thing. It was a special night that
will never be able to be recreated and it
should be left as such. Tupac is the only
rapper you can get away with turning into
a hologram because he transcends music. I
prefer Biggie’s music to Pac’s, but a Biggie
hologram wouldn’t have evoked the same
emotions. Biggie was a rap icon.Tupac
was a global icon. Pac touched everyone’s
lives through his acting, poetry, and music.
Last Sunday only added to the mythology
of Tupac. Pac was larger than life and he
just proved it.

Airing out the dirty laundry: rules for the load
The hardest part of going back to college was moving into an apartment with
separate laundry facilities. I hate doing
laundry because I
have to drag my overstuffed laundry bin
out of my apartment,
down the sidewalk
and across the parking lot to the laundry
room.
The people in my
LISA MILLER
complex are great
Copy Editor
neighbors, but when
it comes to using the
laundry room, the rules of communal living and common sense go right out the
window. To help us get along, there’s a
laundry etiquette poster tacked to the wall
over the folding table. I think the rules are
overly optimistic.
Rule number one: Do not use all the

machines at once. Tell that to the mom
with 20 loads of laundry stuffed into plastic bags and a toddler trying to “help” by
playing in the dryers.
Rule number two: Beware of bleach.
Why? Is a bottle of bleach lurking behind
the washers, waiting to leap out and mug
me for my quarters? You have no idea how
cranky I am when I’m doing laundry.
Rule number three: Don’t ogle underwear. Maintain a respectful distance from
people who are folding underwear. I have
no idea what constitutes a respectful distance. And what happens to underwear
oglers? Maybe the bleach takes care of
them.
There’s one reason why I don’t want
people looking at my underwear: Old lady
underwear. I’m ashamed, but I get twice
the yardage for half the price of fancier
underwear.
Rule number four: Don’t remove other
people’s laundry. I will break this rule if

the laundry inhabits a washing machine
for so long that the stench leaking out of
the machine indicates that a healthy crop
of mold is ready for harvest. I will bag up
the accidental science experiment and
throw it into the dumpster.
Rule number ﬁve and six: Don’t let
friends use the facilities AND empty lint
traps. I don’t have any friends, so this one
is easy.
But I regularly peel thick sheets of
rainbow-colored lint off the lint traps and
think of Slater Barron, aka The Lint Lady.
Barron is an internationally known lint
artist who recreates great works of art entirely out of dryer lint. If ever there was
an artistic pursuit suitable to living in an
apartment complex, this is it.
I wonder if Barron would agree to do
my laundry in return for harvesting sheets
of lint out of the dryer traps?
Barron isn’t my friend, so I wouldn’t be
breaking any rules.

Dear Editor,

ating budget (HB 2127) for CWU. They
did NOT cut Central’s operating budget
even though the other ﬁve state schools
received small, average .35 percent cuts.
In fact, Central’s budget was increased by
approximately $1.63 million due to an error made by the Legislature in 2009. According to the article, President Gaudino,
our Board of Trustees, alumni and staff
spent many hours in meetings, hearings,
and phone conversations trying to correct
the error that was made. The efforts of
our 13th District State Senator Janea Holmquist Newbry were very instrumental in
getting this done.

The Legislature ALSO approved SB
6074 which provides a $430,000 increase
in our capital budget for “minor works
preservation” that will be used in projects that will aid in extending the life of
various facilities. Also, the supplemental
capital budget was increased by another
$273,000 for improvements to the utilities
infrastructures.
Personally, I want to thank Dr. Gaudino, our trustees, alumni and staff, and
especially Senator Holmquist Newbry for
achieving these results.
--Noella Wyatt
Sociology Department Secretary

When my name is seen attached to
this short letter, I know that the general
thought will be that I am going to bitch
about the administration - AGAIN. Not
this time, everyone. I am sorry if you are
disappointed.
I don’t know how many of you read
the article in the Ellensburg Daily Record
last Saturday about the University’s new
supplemental operating budget for the
2011-2013 biennium. On April 11th the
legislature approved a supplemental oper-
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Freshman band ‘Stand In Motion’ does anything but
BY Guy Holliday
Staff Reporter

COURTESY OF DANIEL BENETIZ

BETWEEN THE TWO Mark Hooton and Alex
Silvi venture outside Davies dorm to snap a pic but
they create their signature sound in Hitchcock.

“

“

they would save up their money songs played on radio stations
for their cars,” Silvi said. “I would around Washington, including
use all my money to buy record- NWCZ radio in Tacoma, and Washington State University’s college
ing equipment.”
Silvi worked at Safeway during radio station. They have played
high school to pay for his dream shows at various venues, includof making and recording music, ing Studio 7 in Seattle. They have
and it has finally started paying a top-secret upcoming show in
the middle
off.
of June that
“ Th at ’s
From all the different sports I they aren’t
more motivation to make played when I was younger, the one quite ready
this a living,” thing that has always been there to start promoting yet.
Silvi
said.
“It’s go“There’s no has been my music. It’s the one
ing to be
way I want thing I’ve always done.
HUGE,” Silvi
to go back
-MARK HOOTON
said. It’s goto working
Freshman public relations
ing to be at
at a grocery
Chop Suey
store.”
in Seattle,
There were
a few years in which they didn’t according to the band. “Our biggest show by far,” Hooton said.
record together at all.
Stand in Motion’s first EP can
“I think we needed that to become what we are now,” Hooton be heard and downloaded for
free on their Facebook page.
said.
During their downtime, Silvi
spent his time recording hip-hop,
while Hooton focused on an indie style. These disparate influCheck out Stand in Motion on:
ences have combined to make
Facebook ,
Stand in Motion the eclectic mix
http://standinmotion.bandcamp.com
that it is today.
or follow them on Twitter
“I think those few years were
@Stand_In_Motion
just us maturing musically,” Hooton said.
Stand in Motion has had their

“

“

I

f guitar music and passionate ly during the daytime hours. Hoosinging can be heard reverber- ton believes this has contributed
ating through the halls of Hitch- to the alteration of their sound
cock dorms, do not be alarmed; for the better.
“This album is a lot brighter
it’s just Mark Hooton and Alex Silvi finishing up their band’s most [than Reflections],” Silvi said of
“Between Here and There.”
recent album.
They have definitely come a
Their band, Stand in Motion,
began years ago when they at- long way from recording on a
tended Maple Valley High School boombox back home in Maple
together. Since those early re- Valley, to professional recording
cording days, they have com- software, microphone, and Marpleted two albums; a six-song tin DC Series guitar.
Both members have been dedEP called “Reflections”, and their
most recent “Between Here and icated to the musical path since
There”, which is in the final stages the beginning, and both are fortunate enough to have families
of recording in the dorms.
Hooton, freshman public rela- and friends who support their
tions, and Silvi, freshman film and dreams.
“From all the different sports I
video studies, have had to adjust
played when I
to their new
was younger,
recording
When my friends got jobs, they the one thing
surroundings
since would save up their money for their that has albeen
continuing cars. I would use all my money to ways
there
has
their project
been my muat Central. buy recording equipment.
sic,” Hooton
Their EP was
said. “It’s the
recorded
-ALEX SILVI
one thing I’ve
primarily
Freshman film and video studies
always done.”
late into the
Music is not
nights, but
just a phase
with complications due to roommates, class- for Hooton and Silvi; it’s the pures, and general rowdiness from est expression of who they are as
the dorms creeping in, they have people.
“When my friends got jobs,
taken to recording almost entire-
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Central students
take on a feature ﬁlm
By: Ben Newby / Staff Reporter
transferring his extensive knowledge of ﬁlm is cinematographer (director of phoﬁlm and screenwriting from his former ca- tography). This entails setting up the camreer in Hollywood and sharing his experi- era and lighting, choosing ﬁlm and doing
ences with the students involved.
whatever the director may ask.
Mark Giles, senior ﬁlm production,
“Up until now, I’ve mostly done shorts
shares in the exciteand 48-hour ﬁlm
ment to learn from
slams,” Giles said.
We can work around
Ward. Giles got inGiles is looking
volved with the ﬁlm
forward
to worka good actor’s schedule. If
after having a class
ing on a large projyou’re good, we want you and ect like V3 every
with Ward, where
we will make it work.
they forged a bond
day and seeing the
and became good
whole project come
-JOHN WARD
friends.
together.
Film and Video Professor, Communication Department
Giles’ role in the
Although
no

“

Panelists come together in SURC Pit

Each panelist was given the chance to
talk about their experience with sex eduStaff Reporter
cation in K-12 settings. They discussed
Sex education is one of the most diverse what they learned in sex education, what
and controversial subjects that people are they think should be taught in sex educatalking about today. On April 10, a Sex tion and answered audience questions. AfEducation Speak-Out took place in the ter discussing their individual experiences,
SURC pit. The speak-out is part of Wom- the panelists opened it up to the audience
en’s History Month at Central Washing- to ask questions.
ton University. Members from the Women
Though audience members were apand Gender Studies department and the prehensive, a few spoke out. Stephanie
Center for Diversity and Social Justice Moesch, senior biology, asked about how
started collaborating last spring to come society could go about implementing a
up with an interesting and relevant topic.
sex education course that would meet all
The theme “Sex Education and Me- cultures and standards of parents. Phildia Literacy” was chosen to look at what
lips explained that
messages media outthis is nearly imlets are broadcastbecause of
I didn’t realize that sex possible
ing about sexuality.
the many different
They chose to do a
education isn’t as informative cultures and beliefs
speak-out because
as it should be. We should be people have.
it’s a “hot topic” in
The
panelists
educated.
today’s society. The
brought up ways
topic is also current
that schools and
-STEPHANIE MOESCH
and relevant for colparents could imSenior biology
lege students.
prove sex educaThe speak-out
tion. As a whole,
was comprised of ﬁve panelists: Alex- they agreed that parents should be open
andra Lee, anthropology and women’s with their kids about sexuality and kids
studies/religious studies minor; Deborah should be able to come to them to talk
Herendeen, family studies and sociology; about such things. Teachers shouldn’t just
Neko Phillips, sociology major with genteach abstinence, but also about different
der studies/religious studies minor; Jennicontraceptives and how to stay safe.
fer Arledge, religious studies and English;
“The speak-out was both interesting
and Taylor Baker, philosophy.
and informative,” Moesch said.
According to Cynthia Coe, director of
Overall, the panel brought out a varithe Women and Gender Studies departety of opinions of people of different ages,
ment, the panelists were chosen through
the department’s minor program. Stu- religions, ethnicities and beliefs.
“I didn’t realize that sex education isn’t
dents perspectives on the topic were disas
informative
as it should be. We should
cussed to see how they thought schools
be
educated,”
Moesch
said.
could implement changes.
Coe
stated
that
all
of
the anxieties we
The purpose was “to begin to create
a dialogue, and give a voice to students; have about sex education stem from other
what would they change? What would major issues such as gender roles and sexthey recommend based on their experi- uality. As discussed in the panel, important
ence?” said Katrina Whitney, senior direc- topics like homosexuality are rarely talked
tor of the Center for Diversity and Social about in schools, so kids are afraid to speak
up about these important issues.
Justice.
BY ELIZABETH WHEELER

names have been dropped as of now,
Ward has recruited a number of professionals to work alongside and mentor students in the making of the ﬁlm. Not only
will this help the ﬁlm’s quality, but it will
give students a chance to see ﬁrsthand all
the roles that come together and “make
the process happen,” Ward said.
With all the pieces coming together,
skilled and determined students are making the ﬁlm come to fruition and the only
thing left is funding. Although it’s a low
budget ﬁlm when compared to major
motion pictures, ﬁnancial backing is still
a necessary reality. Expenses like camera
gear, wardrobe and editing costs still need
to be ﬁnanced.
If interested in becoming a part of the
ﬁlm through acting, working, or funding
the project, get involved. Fans can “like”
the V3 Facebook page and locate the link
to their KickStarter page to fund the project.
“Any amount helps,” Ward said. “This
ﬁlm could easily happen if every student
donated a dollar,” Ward said.
Even if the project’s $10,000 goal isn’t
met, the ﬁlm could still be made, “but
it would be a challenge,” Ward said. “It
would most likely have to be scaled down.”
The more money that can be donated
to fund the project, the better the ﬁnal
product will turn out. However, this isn’t
what V3 is about. It’s “to give students the
opportunity to be a part of something bigger,” Ward said.

Women’s
Achievement
Celebration 2012

Held by the Center for Diversity and Social Justice, this event was
in honor of individuals who have supported women’s issues on
April 11. Nominations were accepted by the center and voted
on by a panel. The award recipients were chosen based on their
active participation and positive influence on women’s equality
and advancement. The Women’s Achievement Award is given to
female staff, faculty or community members. The Keys to Success
Award honors males who encourage the growth of women, either
professionally or personally. The Student Empowerment Award
is granted to students for their impact on women’s lives or have
inspired others to support this cause.

“

“

“

Speak-Out about sex

S

Anyone staying in Ellensburg this summer, might have the possibility of walking
through a movie set. As part of his thesis for a Master’s degree he is completing
here at Central Washington University,
John Ward, ﬁlm and videos professor, has
written a ﬁlm titled “V3”, to be shot on
and around campus.
A suspense-thriller, V3 is about ﬁve
graduate students who invent something
potentially dangerous and an FBI agent
who tries to coax them into giving him the
truth behind their “invention.”
With a planned summer shooting
schedule right around the corner, Ward
and the crew are in need of actors. Anyone is encouraged to audition.
“I would love anyone, biology majors,
whatever it may be, come audition,” Ward
said. “It’s a unique opportunity.”
Casting Assistant Katy Knudsen, senior critical studies, hopes for a good
turnout at the auditions which will be held
April 21 and 22 in SURC 271 from 1 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Knudsen encourages anyone
and everyone to come on out and give it
their best.
“You don’t have to be a professional to
try out,” Knudsen said.
If students do get a part, but have conﬂicts with the summer shooting schedule,
accommodations will be made.
“We can work around a good actor’s
schedule,” Ward said. “If you’re good, we
want you and we will make it work.”
Ward has many goals for V3. One is

Information compiled from the Center for Diversity and Social Justice Website by
Katie Larsen

Women’s Achievement Award Winners

Marji Morgan
Dean, College
of Arts and
Humanities

Andrea Easlick
Health
education
coordinator/
sexual assault
response
coordinator

Lois Breedlove
Associate
Professor,
communications

Student Empowerment Award Winners

Kimberly Hitchcock

Sheila Anne Jones

Student/Public
Health Major and
volunteer/ Kittitas
County Public Health

Student/Early Childhood
Education and Sociology
Majors and Office Assistant/
Programer, Center for Diversity
and Social Justice

Keys to Success Award Winner
Arthur Manjarrez

S

SSS academic
advisor, TRIO,
Student Support
Services
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Nothing beats an Ace
A look into a local piercing shop

“It means to be adept; to be good at
something,” Parke said. “They used to use
the term “Ace” to describe skilled pilots in
Ace Emporium, located on Main World War I.”
Parke and her daughter, co-owner
Street, is one of two piercing shops in ElErica
Cox, do piercings while her sons,
lensburg. The family-operated business
has been here for over thirteen years, Tommy Cox and Bob Burris, manage the
but up until six years ago Ace was called front counter. The business itself has been
Threads and Needles. Run by Kelly Parke, extremely successful. Parke and Erica Cox
Threads and Needles was a vintage cloth- are both licensed Washington state body
piercers. Erica, now 25 years old, has
ing store.
Parke is a CWU alum and has a degree been working in the shop since she was
in philosophy with a minor in anthropol- 13 and quickly picked up her mother’s
ogy. While studying anthropology, Parke interest in the ﬁeld. Parke and Erica both
learned about different piercing rituals in have perfected their skills and can execute
other cultures around the world and be- piercings in one swift motion.
Kylee Graham, freshman education,
came fascinated by body piercings.
came
in to get her tragus (small pointed
In the early years of her business, Parke
decided to turn Threads and Needles into eminence of the external ear) pierced but
not just a clothing shop, but a body pierc- was concerned about the pain. Before she
knew it, Erica was ﬁnished and Graham
ing parlor as well.
looked over and
“In other culsaid, “That was
tures, piercings are
It means to be adept; to be it?!”
mandated; here it’s
Ace uses surthe complete opgood at something. They used
gical
for all
posite,” Parke said.
to use the term “Ace” to describe their steelpiercings;
“This is the Amerihowever, to be able
skilled pilots in World War I.
can version, where
to serve all their
piercings are about
customers,
they
freedom of expres-KELLY PARKE
also have titanium
sion.”
Owner of Ace Emporium
and bio-plast jewAs years went
elry for individuals
by, Parke decided
who are extra sento revamp her business and switch over to a more complete sitive to certain metals.
Other piercing shops may give different
piercing shop. She decided to rename her
business Ace. Besides the fact that she is instructions for piercing care and maintenow at the front of the phone book, Parke nance. Both Parke and Erica strictly follow
had other signiﬁcant reasons for her new the guidelines of the Association of Profesbusiness name.
sional Piercers and strongly recommend
BY BOBBIE BLACK

Staff Reporter

“

“

CARLEN SCARLETT/OBSERVER

PIERCED Ace Apparel & Body Piercing offers many different piercing accessories
including a variety of gauges, shown above.

that customers follow their instructions, as come down and have it put back in free of
they are the safest and most effective.
charge. All returning customers automati“I always tell people that all piercings cally get $10 off any piercing every time
have the same amount of side effects and they go in. To continue its neverending
that cleanliness is the most important battle to keep piercings clean and avoid
thing,” Erica said.
infections, Ace offers free sterilization of
Cleanliness is stressed each and ev- used jewelry. The ﬁrst month of every new
ery time a piercing is done
quarter (January, October, April,
at Ace. Everything used is
and July) is “double discount
Located at
brand new or sterilized, and
month.” All ﬁrst-time custombecause the ladies are so cau- 310 Main St. Ellensburg ers get 1$0 off, and all returning
tious about germs and crosscustomers get $10 off plus their
Hours:
contamination, they keep the
standard $10 customer loyalty
Monday- Tuesday
entire shop spotless, especialdiscount. Ace is always getting
ly surfaces.
new shipments of jewelry in and
11:00 am - 6:00 pm
“I’d really like the industry
has a constant buy-one, get-oneThursday -Saturday
to clean up their image, and I
half-off deal for all jewelry. The
11:00 am-6:00 pm
can only do that by doing it
deal also applies to getting two
myself,” Parke said.
piercings in one day.
Besides keeping a clean
While Parke has been in busishop, the other main objective of Ace is ness, nine other piercing shops have come
rewarding customer loyalty. Their policies and gone.
and discounts set Ace apart from other
“If you’re doing a good job, you just
shops. If a customer loses a piercing that have to be patient and wait,” Parke said.
was done at Ace or it falls out, they can “The good customer base will build up.”

Get filthy, stay clean

Central students create party organization
BY MONIQUE PARKER

Staff Reporter

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DUSTIN ADAMS

GOING TO TWERK Above: Attendees dance to Blair Brown’s DJ-ing skills at
Filthy Fest Below: Brown AKA BSQRD, spins the slappers all night long.

House parties in Ellensburg are now
a thing of the past. Within the last year,
there’s been an increase in events held at
actual venues such as Raw Space, Rodeo
Bowl and the Ellensburg fairgrounds.
Joey Brabo, junior interdisciplinary
studies, has been DJ-ing parties at Central
Washington University since his freshman
year. Brabo hosted his ﬁrst party two years
ago in December 2010 at the local bowling alley.
“Everyone told me I had good music,”
Brabo said.
Since his induction into DJ-ing and
hosting parties, Brabo has become a legitimate businessman and event planner.
With the help of friend Dustin Adams and
Ellensburg’s Lennie Krew, Brabo has been
able to put together NorthWestAmbitions
(NWA), an organization with the overall goal to throw European-sized festivals
and things such as Summer Jam and Sasquatch.
Filthy Fest 2012, held April 12 on the
Ellensburg fairgrounds, was one of NWA’s
largest events. The party included two
separate rooms and DJs; one playing hiphop and R&B hits, while the other spun
the latest electronic dance music (EDM).
Recently, there has been an increase of
EDM being played at parties but students
have mixed opinions.
“It’s never going to be a successful party if that music continues to be played, no
one will dance,” said Courtney Sanders,
junior public relations. “It’s not popular
among the party crowd.”
Brabo took into consideration the fact
that not everyone may like that speciﬁc

type of music which is why he integrated
the two rooms.
“It is easier to acknowledge both genres
rather than picking just one,” Brabo said.
Filthy Fest included dance and best
dressed contests. The Grove offered
giveaways and free Monster and XS energy drinks. Foreign to off-campus parties,
Filthy Fest was sponsored by Planned Parenthood and Voices for Choice (VOX).
The purpose was “to be able to promote my products to everyone,” Brabo
said. “I have to work with groups on campus.”
VOX is a student-run organization on
campus that works as a liaison between
Planned Parenthood and students, and
promotes safe sex and educates on reproductive health and rights.
“I think it is important to promote safe
sex at parties like these,” said Stephanie
Gaines, senior law and justice. “We’re college students; free condoms are deﬁnitely
appreciated.”
Brabo also plans to start a scholarship
fund for students with the mind to become
entrepreneurs. He wants to leave a legacy
at Central by creating a street team to continue hosting events.
“This organization needs to be student
run so the money doesn’t leave the campus,” Brabo said. “The proﬁt from the last
event goes straight into the next so they
continue to get bigger and bigger.”
NWA’s next event will be their 18 and
up Young and Reckless celebration on
June 2 at the Western Village in Ellensburg. It will be a daytime music festival followed by an after party that evening. Musical acts will include Leenie Krew, Mike
Champoux, J. R. and Phenom.

12
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* CWU

rvey 2011

Health Behavior Su

Sponsored by The Wellness Center

For more information, questions, or
comments please contact us in SURC 139,
by phone at 509-963-3213, or by email at
wellness@cwu.edu.

PHOTO VOICE CWU
Photo Voice CWU represents the work of a
small group of our students who were asked
to characterize the point of view of the CWU
student community with respect to drinking.
Photo Voice is a research methodology
employed in community development,
public health and education that combines
photography with grassroots social action.

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
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Kayak enthusiast splashes onto campus
BY CHRISTOPHER SPARKS

Staff Reporter

dig holes for fence posts that wouldn’t
stand up,” Knight said.
Soon Knight discovered that he wanted
to raft to pay for college. After college he
moved to Eugene, Ore. to begin training for freestyle kayaking. From there his
career took off. He began winning competitions, found success as a reporter, editor, marketer, and explorer. Out of all of
Knight’s accomplishments, he considers

Christian Knight, a journalism graduate of Western Washington University,
splashed on to campus April 12 in the
McIntyre Music Building, as a part of the
Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals speaker series. His love for the environment and his
career shone through his presentation.
“It was very inspiring,” said Jesse
Ransavage, senior recreation and tourism.
“It made me want to kayak.”
Knight’s presentation included PowerPoint slides of
the different rivers he’d kayaked and other places he had visited. He told stories about when he was
younger, and his ﬁrst experiences as a new
kayaker.
OM
.C
“I always try to ﬁnd a message that
IA
D
E
SP
resonates with the crowd,” Knight said.
ON
C
.I
“I want to show the hardest, bigW
W
W
gest white water accomplishF
O
Y
ments.”
ES
T
UR
Knight began his speech
CO
O
explaining that he moved to
OT
PH
Skykomish during his junior year of
his exploratory work in the Skykomhigh school. During his high school caish area his best.
reer, he wasn’t considered the best athlete
“I discovered a lot of the rivers,”
in school. He didn’t receive any awards or Knight said. “And I got to name a lot of
any athletic scholarships. In an effort to the rapids.”
pay for college, Knight did a number of
Knight is trying to take his career even
odd jobs around Skykomish.
further these days. He is involved with
“I didn’t know how many times I would helping prevent a dam from being built on

the Skykomish River.
“Central Washington is in the middle
of a great system of rivers,” Knight said.
“A fundamental part of our environment
is our rivers.”
Knight’s humorous and inspiring
speech generated applause and laughter
from the audience.
“I thought he was really interesting,”
said David Scott, junior Chinese.
Knight wants to continue
what he loves doing and encouraged his audience to do
the same.
“I want to keep kayaking,” he
said. “And keep looking at it in a different perspective.”
After Knight’s speech, there was a
rafﬂe held that gave away shirts
and prizes for the winners.
To end the presentation,
there was a video featuring kayaking done abroad.
It was the ﬁnal installation of an eightpart documentary series about a group of
friends kayaking called “Bomb Flow.”
“That video was rad and dialed,” said
Jesse Ransavage, senior recreation and
tourism.
The video featured the group of kayakers taking on the rapids and waterfalls of
Chile. Also shown were ﬁrst person views
of the kayakers paddling through rivers,
rapids, and even going down waterfalls.

T H E
S C O O p
april 19

april 20

“30 HOUR FAST”
7:30 P.M.
SIGN UP IN
April 21, 22
SURC PIT
2 P.M.
10 A.M. TO 12 P.M.
LUNA
FAST BEGINS
MCCONNELL AUDITORIUM
APRIL 19 12 P.M. TO
PRICES VARY
APRIL 20 6 P.M.

april 22

april 23

BRAZIL AND BEYOND

CAPTION CONTEST

MCINTYRE RECITAL

SURC PIT

HALL
6 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

april 23

april 25

MONDAY MOVIE
MADNESS:
“CONTRABAND”
SURC THEATRE
7 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

PERSONALITY ETHICS
SURC 137
5 P.M. TO 6:30 P.M.
STUDENTS FREE

Wildcat Day
kicks off
freshman
orientation
BY LAURA WALP

Staff Reporter

On Saturday, April 14, Central Washington University’s campus was packed
with incoming freshmen eager to learn
about the college they will be attending in
the fall.
An estimated 1,200 future students
came to campus for Wildcat Day, which is
part one of a four-part orientation. With
different events throughout the day, students received information about various
departments, majors, housing and dining,
the study abroad program and student
clubs and organizations. They also took
part in tours of the campus and residence
halls and met upperclassmen.
“At this point, a senior in high school
probably could have been accepted to
more than one university within the state,”
said Jenna Hyatt, director of Residence
Life and New Student Programs. “This is
that chance to embrace them and to show
them a glimpse of what Central is.”
Students also got the chance to take
their pictures for their Connection Card,
which John Mounsey, assistant director of
Housing, found really exciting.
“They can actually get their picture
taken and get their ID card, so they can
go back home and to high school and say
‘Look, I’m a college student’,” Mounsey
said. “We are really trying to help them
gain that Wildcat pride.”
Added this year was an admission
session where siblings or younger family members could get information about
Central, in hopes that they will always
have Central in the back of their minds.
“The reality is we want lots of people
to be Wildcats,” Mounsey said. “We want

BEN MCBRIDE/OBSERVER

EDUCATE Perspective students gathered information about Central and what
it has to offer.

everyone to have that pride so if them being excited about it can make someone
else excited about it, then we’re accomplishing something, not just for this year
but for next year as well.”
The next phase of orientation will take
place in July when Central holds the Discover! Summer Orientation. Here, the
programs get more in-depth and students
can talk with professors and other faculty
about different programs and services on
campus. They will also get to experience
more of campus life and enroll in classes.
Phase three is Wildcat Welcome Weekend when students will arrive to start
school. In the ﬁnal phase of orientation,
the First Six Weeks Program, students
are experiencing the transition from high
school to college. During this time, Hyatt
and Mounsey ﬁnd it very important to
show interest in the students and to help
them understand what Central’s values
are and how to be successful here.
“I’m really excited to go to school
here,” said Hannah Jensen, incoming
freshman. “The campus is the perfect size
and everyone seems super nice here.”

For more information, please call
(509) 963-2735 or email discover@cwu.edu.

FRIED CHICKEN Hamburgers Hot Dogs
CHILI Potato Salad BANANA SPLITS
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Benefit concert rocks for warriors

Don’t get lost in the woods
‘The Cabin in the Woods’ horrifies audiences
BY JEFFREY ALAN COTÉ

Observer movie critic

QUAN LAM/OBSERVER

MUSIC FOR A CAUSE Lead singer Mychal Goodweather from Campfire OK belts
out a tune at Raw Space April 14, 2012.

Community supports war veterans at Raw Space
freshman elementary education, won free
tickets, but was equally interested in the
cause as well as supporting up-and-comComplete with electrifying music and ing bands.
an important cause, Seattle bands took
“I’ve heard of Campﬁre OK and it’s
over Raw Space in order to support vet- nice for new bands to get some recognierans for the Wounded Warrior Project. tion,” Finafrock said.
Sponsored by the Central Washington
The bands agreed to attend the event
University Theatre Club and the Don and to bring awareness to veterans as well as to
Verna Duncan Civic Engagement Center, get their names known. T-shirts, CDs and
all proﬁts from the concert were sent to a volunteer sign-up sheet were displayed
the Wounded Warrior Project.
at the event. Those in attendance were
The Wounded Warrior Project is a also informed they could offer further donationwide foundation that assists veter- nations at the Wounded Warrior Project
ans with services ranging from medical website.
expenses to family
Cassie DuBore,
vacations. Connie
freshman political
Morgan,
sophoscience, felt she had
Anybody in the military is a special connecmore
economics,
believed in the orgagoing to make a sacrifice, and tion with the event.
nization and all that
DuBore is in the Air
we reap the benefits.
veterans contribute,
Force ROTC proand chose it as her
gram at Central,
platform as Miss.
knows the impor-CONNIE MORGAN
East Cascades.
tance of serving in
Sophomore economics
“Anybody in the
the military and can
military is going to
sympathize with the
make a sacriﬁce,
sacriﬁces veterans have made.
and we reap the beneﬁts,” Morgan said.
Sierra Tinhof, junior theatre perforMorgan has been an avid volunteer and mance, could ﬁnd no justiﬁcation for not
presented the project to the Civic Engage- supporting the cause.
ment Center. She believes that war veter“It’s something that everyone can get
ans deserve everyone’s support, since they behind,” Tinhof said.
are constantly sacriﬁcing for our country.
Whether those in attendance were
“It’s the least I can do to support the there to support veterans, the bands or
cause,” Morgan said.
both, the overall feel of the event was reMany students and community mem- ﬂected in a positive light. Dustyn Moir,
bers were in attendance to support veter- sophomore musical theatre, also particians, and get an up close view of emerging pated in setting up the event and was exSeattle based indie-rock bands. Open- cited to raise awareness.
ing the event was Curtains for You, with
“I don’t think many people pay attenCampﬁre OK as the headlining band.
tion to the important cause,” Moir said.
The bands were high energy and the “There’s no reason not to show your supaudience was riveted. Kelsey Finafrock, port.”

BY CHLOE RAMBERG

Staff Reporter

MXPX’s latest
album is great
if you like
junior high
school music
BY JUSTIN RIDENS

Copy Editor

MXPX, a punk band from Bremerton,
recently released their ninth studio album
entitled “Plans Within Plans.” Within this
album is 35 minute of fast-paced guitar
riffs and rapid drum breakdowns, along

“

“

with a mixture of soft acoustics and melodic singing. To put it into a punk enthusiast’s perspective, the album has its fast
and heavy moments like Bad Religion or
NOFX, and then it gets
soft and pop-like; similar
to Bowling for Soup or
Simple Plan.
Being all Christians,
the band is considered
“Christian punk,” although the members prefer not to be placed into
that category. The members include Mike Herrera, lead vocals, bass guitar
and keyboards; Tom Wisniewski, lead guitar and
backing vocals; and Yuri Ruley, drums and
percussion. The band has been around
since 1992, although back then they had
Andy Husted as lead guitar and backup

Horror is a very misunderstood genre.
When done right, horror ﬁlms can be
imaginative, revolutionary and incredibly effective.
Unfortunately, for every “Rosemary’s
Baby” or “The Exorcist” of the bunch,
you have ﬁve others that fall more in line
with gore schlock like “The Human Centipede.”
This naturalization of needless violence is among many genre clichés analyzed in director Drew Goddard’s horror-comedy mash-up ﬁlm “The Cabin in
the Woods.”
The set-up for the ﬁlm is very familiar:
ﬁve mismatched friends, all ﬁtting within
such one-dimensional caricatures as “the
stoner,” “the athlete” and “the whore,”
go off to a rundown cabin in the middle
of nowhere in order to get some much
needed time off from school.
Yet, these characters are explored in
a very intentional and self-aware manner.
This is a large part of what makes this
ﬁlm more of a dissection of the horror
genre rather than just another simpleminded attempt to try and do it justice.
What makes “The Cabin in the Woods”
so unique is how it stands as a form of
protest against itself.
The over-dramatic slasher scenes and
sometimes ruthless depictions of gore are
shown in a way that makes it clear that
this kind of ﬁlmmaking is not to be desired.
In many ways, screenwriters Goddard
and Joss Whedon have done well in reminding us what is so great about horror
ﬁlms by intelligently showing everything
what can be so terrible about them.

Making a genuinely terrifying ﬁlm is
certainly an incredibly difﬁcult task. Yet,
as Goddard and Whedon so effortlessly
show, most modern horror directors do
not even seem to be trying.
Though Goddard and Whedon have
succeeded in creating a very smart, entertaining and original piece of cinema,
the end product does end up feeling a tad
unﬁnished.
The ﬁlm’s ideas are sometimes so
large and over-encompassing that audiences are left to deal with awkward pacing and an ending that feels more than a
bit arbitrary. “The Cabin in the Woods”
has a lot of creativity, but would have felt
more satisfying if contained a bit more.
“The Cabin in the Woods” certainly
has its fair share of ﬂaws, yet still manages to be a fun, thorough and sometimes
even funny deconstruction of cinema violence. The ﬁlm brilliantly illustrates just
how thin the line is between horror and
gore. One particular scene shows this
quite well.
As a large group of people chatter and
drink in a party setting, a large screen in
the background shows a grim shot of a
woman being mutilated by a gruesome
zombie-like creature.
Despite the darkness of the event on
screen, no one seems to take a second
look. This is perhaps a perfect representation of what our society succumbed to:
yearning and lusting for violent images,
yet being so desensitized to them that we
fail to acknowledge
their brutality, their
terror or even their
presence.
Perhaps it’s about
time we truly look at
what’s being shown
on our own screen.

B

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEFANCARPET.COM

vocals. Wisniewski came to ﬁll in the gap
in 1995 when Husted left the band to ﬁnish college.
I, for one, found this album to be a
little too soft for me as a
punk fan. I like a little bit
heavier punk or rockabilly
sound, which includes a
different style of bass playing and guitars that have a
bit more of a twang sound
to them. For more upbeat,
“poppy” punk music, this
album is alright.
One thing that is hard
to maintain when in a
popular band is an original sound. By this, I mean
that if a band’s ﬁrst three albums are great
and have a similar sound, then the band
will become successful and create more
albums to try and duplicate that success.

The downfall to this method, however,
is that some bands fail to match that kind
of duplication and end up making music
that sounds way different and crappier
than ever before. This doesn’t always happen, but I believe it happens to 90 percent
of bands. Look at AFI (A Fire Inside) for
example: How do you go from albums like
“Answer That and Stay Fashionable” and
“Very Proud of Ya” to “Decemberunderground” and “Crash Love?” It’s as if
everything AFI once stood for was just
thrown out the window for publicity’s
sake. Now their entire fan base is basically
nothing but 14- year-old girls. This, unfortunately, is the route that I see MXPX has
taken.
Alas, not all of the band’s songs are terrible. Some of the catchier songs include:
“Aces Up,” “Nothing Left,” and “The
Times.” The album hit the store shelves
April 3.
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Track and field Spikes the competition
BY EVAN THOMPSON

Senior Reporter

Katharine Lotze has a knack for breaking records. For the junior triple and long
jumper, setting school, stadium, and meet
records comes about as naturally as her
jumping has. She started toppling records
during her freshman year at Central, when
she broke the school’s triple jump record
and set her personal best at 11.82 meters
for the next three seasons. Lotze broke her
personal best and broke multiple records
with a jump of 12.06 meters.
The following year as a sophomore,
Lotze broke both the Tomlinson Stadium
and meet record at the 18th Spike Arlt Invitational.
This season, Lotze still wasn’t fully
satisfied with what she had accomplished
during her already illustrious career. She
saw the next meet on the schedule as an
opportunity to not only win, but to break
all three of the aforementioned records
and to overcome her personal record set
in her freshman season.
Lotze held true to all of her goals last
Saturday at the 19th Spike Arlt Invitational held at Tomlinson Stadium, when
she took one giant leap into Central’s records books by becoming the school’s new
record holder in triple jump, along with
setting the new stadium and meet bests
with a mark of 39 feet, seven inches. Her
new personal best has her ranked tenth in
the Division II national rankings, while
also setting the third-best mark in Great
Northwest Athletic Conference (GNAC)
history.
“From a coaching standing point, I
expected it,” said Tony Monroe, jump
coach. “It’s great, it really was great. But
the most impressive part for me about
Katharine’s jump was the consistency; she
had four jumps on the day that were all
over her personal best.”
Lotze won both the triple and long
jump events that day, but it was the looming personal record which has stood since
her freshman season that she was trying to
break. The rest of the records would come
along with it.
“For her she’s been a little bit frustrated

KATHARINE LOTZE/observer

CURVE Central runners from left to right: Freshmen Shelby Bodily, Taylor Swanson and Staci Jacobson run in the women’s 200
meter dash on Saturday.

I think because she hasn’t gotten that PR
since [her freshman year],” Monroe said.
“The last couple of weeks we’ve been
working on some mental imagery types of
things that she can do when she’s on the
runway, and just expecting that big jump
to come and then not trying to force it, not
trying to be real tense or tight about it but
just to be real natural about it.”
Lotze improved her own personal record by over 10 inches.
But Lotze wasn’t alone, as both the
men’s and women’s team managed to also
be dominant forces on the day. The men’s
team won the meet for the eighth consecutive year, accumulating 256 points, while
the women’s team finished second with
156.5 points. The Wildcat’s also qualified
several more competitors to the GNAC
meet, which is held on May 11-12.
“I was really pleased; I think we got

KATHARINE LOTZE/observer

DIESEL Mike Jensen, junior thrower, competes in the discus during Central’s Spike
Arlt Invitational. Jensen finished seventh in the discus but won the shot put.

ten or eleven new GNAC qualifiers out of
the meet; that’s really kind of the biggest
thing,” said head coach Kevin Adkisson.
“We’re getting down to crunch time; we’ve
got really two more full team meets coming up in which people can get their qualifying marks for the GNAC, so it’s great to
get that many [last Saturday].”
The Wildcats combined to win nine
out of the 20 total events, with eight individual champions, along with a win in the
4x400 meter relay.
Leading the men’s team in the running
events was junior Scott Morrison, who
tied in scoring the most individual points
for the men’s team, with a victory in the
400-meter dash and a second place finish in the 200-meter dash. Junior Andrew
Venema ran the GNAC’s fastest 110-meter hurdles race of the season, finishing
first with a time of 14.91 seconds, which
ranks eighth all-time in the conference records. In the 800-meter race, the Wildcats
swept the top three places, with sophomore Nathan Power taking first.
Also running strong and winning their
respective races were seniors Manuel
Santos and Matt Nodine, who won the
5,000-meter and 3,000-meter steeplechase races respectively.
For the women’s team, several Wildcats won in their running events: sophomores Connie Morgan in the 800-meter
and Chelsea Genther in the 100-meter
hurdles, and junior Kelsey Kreft in the
3,000-meter steeplechase.
In the field events, a strong performance came from the men’s long jumpers,
which placed four of its Wildcats in the
top four, led by freshman Will Hallberg’s
first place finish. It was Hallberg’s first victory of his collegiate career, his long jump
mark of 22 feet and 1.5 inches becoming
his season-best, improving by over a foot
and a half.
“I’m not sure I expected [Hallberg] to
be the winner of the bunch because honestly last weekend he sprained his ankle, so
he didn’t work out a whole lot this week,”
Monroe said. “For him to have his season
best, he basically bypassed 21 feet; he went
from 20 feet something to 22 feet [ and 1
.5 inches]. That was exciting to see him as
a freshman come from that level on up.”
Also jumping well was junior Brennan
Boyes, a returning conference champion,
who marked his victory in the high jump
with six feet, six inches. Junior Mike Jensen also claimed a victory with a mark of
50 feet, five inches in the shot put.

The women’s team had few top finishers in the field events other than Lotze’s
two victories, but senior All-American
Kati Davis finished second with a mark 11
feet, 9.75 inches in the pole vault. Senior
Ali McWeeny returned to competition in
throwing events, after spending several
months training as a power lifter, along
with helping coach her fellow teammates.
In January, McWeeny was featured in The
Observer article “A true beacon of courage” about a tragic accident that resulted
in the loss of her left leg above the knee,
and her journey back into powerlifting.
While still training, McWeeny eventually worked herself back into competition
in the outdoor track and field season, and
competed in the women’s javelin and shot
put events for the first time this year as an
unattached competitor.
“It’s nice to have competition, I mean
obviously I don’t throw as far as them,”
McWeeny said. “But it’s still nice to have
camaraderie, I like it. I miss it a lot.”
McWeeny planned on competing more
extensively, but after sustaining hip flexor
issues from previous practices and the
meet itself, she was forced to take it back
a notch. But more than anything she was
happy to be back out with her teammates,
and competing in track and field for Central, and has goals of competing in the
Paralympics.
“It’s really exciting, I’m really proud of
her,” Adkisson said. “She’s getting back
into the things that she loves. It’s a great
example of perseverance. It’s hard for other people to feel sorry for themselves when
things don’t go quite right when they have
someone like [McWeeny] around to show
them that you can battle just about anything if you really have the heart for it.”
This weekend, only a handful of athletes will travel to southern California to
compete in a variety of meets while the
rest of the team will be able to rest. On
April 28 the Wildcats will compete in the
Saint Martin’s Invitational held in Lacey.
“Hopefully we’ll just keep sharpening
the group up and adding hopefully another ten [GNAC qualifiers] in the next
couple of weeks here,” Adkisson said.
“And really, really round it out so we can
go down to GNAC and be in full force and
cover as many events as we can.”
[Editor’s note: As Katharine Lotze is
the editor-in-chief of the Observer, she was not
interviewed for this story. The Observer does not
interview its staff for stories, but does cover their
stories should they become newsmakers.]
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Health Behavior Su

Sponsored by The Wellness Center

For more information, questions, or
comments please contact us in SURC 139,
by phone at 509-963-3213, or by email at
wellness@cwu.edu.

PHOTO VOICE CWU
Photo Voice CWU represents the work of a
small group of our students who were asked
to characterize the point of view of the CWU
student community with respect to drinking.
Photo Voice is a research methodology
employed in community development,
public health and education that combines
photography with grassroots social action.

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
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Tour
de
Kittitas
Central cyclists have solid finishes
BY RANDY RA JKOVICH

Staff Reporter

Central Washington University’s cycling club hosted the CWU Stage Race
last Saturday and Sunday. The two-day
event had cyclists from across the Northwest ride through Kittitas County.
On Saturday, cyclists from 18 different universities met at Kittitas Elementary
School for the start of the Team Time
Trial and Road Race.
The Road Race consisted of multiple
heats of men and women riders. Each
team had been divided into groupings,
Men’s A-D and Women’s A-C, with the
stronger riders from each team competing
in division A.
Wind played a big role in Saturday’s
events and made for some tough riding
conditions as cyclists faced heavy gusts.
“Good ol’ Ellensburg wind made the
ride fun and challenging,” Misha Terenjev
said. “Other competitors did not like the
conditions; it sort of gave us a home ﬁeld
advantage.”
The Wildcats’ strongest ﬁnish in the
Road Race event was men’s group D. Both
Roger Whaley and Terenjev had strong
ﬁnishes in the 38-mile race.
Whaley held his place in front of the
pack for much of the race before sliding
back and ﬁnishing in seventh place, while

Terenjev slipped past his teammate and
took fourth place.
“It was awesome to ﬁnish in fourth
place,” Terenjev said. “I was able to maneuver into position by using other competitors to draft. I got by their [University
of Idaho] blocker and ﬁnished behind the
University of Idaho’s sprinter.”
Central also had a strong ﬁnish in
group C for men. Vice-president of Central’s cycling club Patrick Lewis ﬁnished
the 38-mile race in tenth place, followed
by teammate Birkin Owart, who ﬁnished
in eleventh.
On the women’s side, Mikey McGuire
and Ayla Aymond both ﬁnished one after
the other to take 42nd and 43rd place in
the 33-mile Road Race in group C for the
women.
At the end of the event, the Washington State University (WSU) Cougars ﬁnished ﬁrst in the Road Race with 454 total
points, 212 points ahead of the second
place Oregon State University Beavers.
Central ended the Road Race event in
thirteenth with 14 points.
The second cycling event Saturday was
the Team Time Trial, an event in which
teams of four compete against each other
in a 14 mile loop.
Central had only one team compete
in the Team Time Trial in the men’s B
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Adam Bighill

“

Dr. Bridgeman is not your
average crack, pop, seeyou-later chiropractor. He
addresses your issue thoroughly by checking alignment,
muscular components,
re-establishing correct
biomechanics, and by
correcting the nervous system.
As a professional athlete, I have seen many doctors and physical therapists. None of them addressed my issues like Dr. Bridgeman, and none of
them have gotten results like Dr. Bridgeman. His knowledge is secondto
none. I know he has the capability to help anyone who is in pain; even if it
is not in your back or neck. Dr. Bridgeman is capable of fixing problems
from head to toe. If you want the best treatment available, come see Dr.
Bridgeman, I guarantee you will not be disappointed.

“
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ASC Professional Strongman 3x
National Champion in Strongman
Current America’s Strongest
Man under 231 lbs/105Kg

I compete on some of the world’s
largest stages in strongman. If I am to
perform at the pinnacle of my sport I
have to stay healthy. This is where
Laser, Spine and Disc comes in, I have
had compressed discs,frozen shoulders, pulled muscles, but no one has
helped me to stay healthy and to
recover faster from injuries than Dr. B. I
owe my carrier to chiropractors and as
far as I am concerned Dr. B is the best.
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CYCLONE Central’s cycling club competes in the Road Race competition this past
Saturday. Central finished the event in thirteenth place with 14 points.

group. The Wildcats ﬁnished in the middle of the group taking fourth out of six
teams, with a time of 39:48:39 minutes.
At the end of the day Central ﬁnished the
Team Time Trial in the ninth spot out of
the 18 universities.
The very next morning, the cyclists
were at it again for the Criterium event.
The Wildcats had a strong showing in
the second day of the competition.
In men’s group D, Torrey Kuhlmann
had a great race and ﬁnished ﬁrst in the
event. Kuhlmann was the only Wildcat
cyclist to ﬁnish within the top ten in the
events.
“The highlight of the events was Torrey winning his race,” Terenjev said.
Men’s group C also had a pair of Wildcats placing near the top of the pack.
Lewis ﬁnished tenth and was closely followed by teammate Owart, who ﬁnished

the event in eleventh.
“A lot of riders placed well in their
ﬁeld; it was great to see them ride well,”
Lewis said. “We can see some real progression in our team and we are on our way up
in competition.”
WSU had another great day of competition, taking ﬁrst place in the Criterium
event. Central ﬁnished in twelfth place at
the end of the event.
The CWU Stage Race was Central’s
cycling club’s only home event of the season.
“To ride and compete at home was really cool,” Lewis said. “It’s always good to
have family and friends make it out to see
our team ride.”
Next weekend, Central’s cycling club
will be competing in the Northwest Collegiate Conference Championship in
Palouse, Wash.

PROFESSIONAL
ATHLETES
saying about Dr. Bridgeman

CWU All-American Linebacker
BC Lions Linebacker,
2011 CFL Grey Cup
Championship Team

Zack McCarley

ZACH OLNEY/OBSERVER

”

Ben Rice

4x WABDL World Deadlifting Champion
Professional Powerlifter
Universal Nutrition Sponsored Athlete

“

Injury prevention and
rehabilitation is the most
important aspect to any
athlete.It doesn’t matter
how dedicated you are if
you are hurt you can’t
perform at your highest
level. Dr. Bridgeman’s
Laser, Spine and Disc is
the best injury prevention
and rehabilitation practice
that I have ever encountered. No other chiropractic clinic that I have ever
heard of offers the comprehensiveness of treatment that can take you from
injured to 100% in such a short time. This place has taken my sports
performance higher than it has ever been. The atmosphere is friendly and
welcoming, the treatment is quality and unbeatable, and the results are
inarguable. If you are looking for the best, the search is over.

Steve Martinez

”
“

Triathlete
Air Force Veteran
Career Firefighter
As a competitive triathlete, Air Force Vet and
now career firefighter, I
have come across many
bumps, bruises and serious
injuries along the way. After
sustaining a career
threatening injury during a
structure fire,my dream of
making that U.S. Triathlon
Team was slowly dwindling
away. But thanks to the quality care and expertise of Dr. Bridgeman and his
staff, I was able to make my dream come true and represent our country in
the Triathlon World Championships in Budapest,Hungry. Dr. Bridgeman’s
character and dedication to his patients are second to none. I have always
felt comfortable and important when receiving treatment at hic clinic. It feels
great knowing that a facility like Laser, Spine and Disc Chiropractic is
available and close by. Thanks again Doc! You’re the best!

TREATMENT METHOD
Masters Certified in ART
Certified Chiropractic Extremity practitioner
Certified Class IV Laser
Certified Decompression Specialist
Quantum Neurology
Bridgeman Rehab System

”

LASER, SPINE, & DISC CHIROPRACTIC

(509) 925-PAIN
2211 WEST DOLARWAY ROAD
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Rebounding from cancer

CWU sisters help their sister, UW recruit & All American, overcome Leukemia
BY KEATON MCATEE

Staff Reporter

“I was in shock; it took a couple of minutes to hit me and realize how serious it
was.”
On Sept. 24, 2011, Melissa Collier
received a late night phone call from her
older brother that left tears streaming
down her face.
“He said Katie is in the hospital and
they had to run a couple tests on her, then
he paused for a little bit and said, they
found out she has leukemia.”
Melissa, a junior at Central Washington University, headed to University of
Washington (UW) Medical Center to see
her sister, who was forced into isolation.
Katie had no physical changes and her attitude was one thing: positive.
Staying positive while knowing you
PHOTOS COURTESY OF COLLIER FAMILY
have just been diagnosed with Acute Promyelocytic leukemia is difﬁcult enough; 3-PEAT Katie Collier and her two sisters, Megan and Melissa pose during the 2008imagine it possibly ruining your goals, as- 09 season. The trio helped lead Seattle Christian to a state victory Katie’s freshman year.
pirations and accomplishments as well.
This past season Katie broke the Seattle Christian scoring record, passing her teammate
Three years ago, Katie got an opportu- Lexi Peterson who now plays at the University of Oregon.
nity that many people will never have the
chance to experience. In 2009, as a fresh- iting home at least twice a week and calls ties.
man in high school, Katie was awarded her sister daily.
“Megan has the most selﬂess and givthe starting forward position for Seattle
“When I go home I make the most out ing heart I have ever seen in a person, she
Christian’s basketball team, alongside her of it and spend most of my time with her,” never complained about going to a doctwo older sisters.
Melissa said. “Even though I’m here at tors appointment with me or never made
Melissa, and twin sister Megan, expect- CWU, she knows I support her and cher- me feel like I was a hassle to have around,”
ed Katie to step in and ﬁll the void right ish all the time with her.”
Katie said. “Melissa is so strong and deaway. Katie played a vital part in the ofMegan, a former Central student, termined and I have always admired that
fense, under the wings of her sisters. The moved back home two weeks before her about her. With her being my older sister
Collier trio accomsister was diag- I have always looked up to her and seen
plished what still
nosed. She has the way she deals with trials, with a ﬁght.
remains to be the
on most of And that’s the attitude I had going into my
Even though I’m here at taken
fondest
memory
the load, attend- recovery.”
they share together:
CWU she knows I support her ing every doctor’s
Melissa believes that Katie has the best
a state championappointment, che- attitude when it comes to anything, and
and
cherish
all
the
time
with
ship.
motherapy session, it was evident when they used to take the
her.
“We were exand even being an court together.
pected to win state,
assistant coach for
-MELISSA COLLIER
Melissa said, “She has a way better atthat was our goal
the Seattle Chris- titude than me. We would get into so many
Junior
undeclared
and we made it
tian girls basketball ﬁghts on the court.”
happen,” Melissa
team.
Even though they would ﬁnd themsaid.
“It was hard at ﬁrst knowing Melissa selves getting into tiffs in practice and
Katie continued to prosper on the was away and couldn’t be here as much
court throughout the next couple years during this whole journey but she made games, Melissa misses playing with Katie.
and starting gaining national attention. sure she was home whenever she could be She has enjoyed watching her grow as a
Ranked as the number ﬁve recruit in the and that really meant a lot to both Katie player from her freshman year till now.
Melissa loves the way Katie carries herself
nation for her position, along with four and myself,” Megan said.
stars by ESPNU, and a McDonald’s AllKatie has been more than thankful for on the court and still gives 110 percent deAmerican, Katie could have lost it all if it the support of her sisters. She became spite everything she has gone through.
“I feel like she appreciates her health
weren’t for her heart and determination.
more aware of their unconditional love
more
so when she steps on the court she
Melissa and Megan have been the main when she ﬁrst became sick. Both Melissa
support for their younger sister through- and Megan supported her in their individ- takes full advantage of her ability and apout the whole ordeal. Melissa has been vis- ual ways, deﬁning each of their personali- preciates the game more,” Melissa said.

Katie doesn’t believe she is able to express to her sisters how much they mean to
her, or how appreciative she is for everything they have done.
All she can say is thank you a million
times and she will be there for them whenever they need it, just like they did for her.
Megan was the one that cried with her
when she felt like giving up and it was too
much to handle.
“I honestly can’t say any more than she
alone is the reason why I have recovered
as well and quickly as I have,” Katie said.
Melissa was always just a call away and
found a way to make her feel better. On
one occasion Katie was lying in bed late at
night and was feeling uncontrollably sad
and alone.
“I called Melissa and she cried with me
and told me how much all this sucked but
she was there for me, and that’s all that I
needed,” Katie said.
Without the help of her sisters she may
not have been able to overcome Leukemia.
About two weeks ago, Katie participated
in the McDonald’s All-American game in
Chicago against the top high school basketball players in the country.
She is also ofﬁcially able to say she is
cancer free. This fall, Katie will take the
court wearing purple and gold for the
University of Washington Huskies.

“

“

Big Mac

PHOTOS COURTESY OF COLLIER FAMILY

SISTERHOOD (LEFT to RIGHT)
Megan and Melissa visit their sister Katie
in the hospital

Katie had 5 blocks, 5 rebounds and 2 points in 19 minutes of
play during the 2012 McDonalds’ All American Game.

Silverthorn Law Office

To find out more about Katie Collier’s unique experience with
basketball and Leukemia go to http://youtu.be/4LJOA3Vc34g

Shane M. Silverthorn
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E-MAIL:
CWUOBSERVER
@GMAIL.COM
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509-963-1026

Attorney at Law

(509)607-6625
Experienced Professional Aggressive

Charged with a Crime? Protect Yourself Now

CALL FOR A FREE CONSULTATION TODAY
Student Discounts Military Discounts Payment Plans
DUI Traffic Crimes Traffic Infractions Drug Crimes Felony Crimes
MIP Criminal Records Vacated & Expunged Rights Restored
14 Years of Experience
Defending People Accused of Crimes in State and Federal Court
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Baseball’s bats wake up in Corban sweep
BY CHACE DAV Y

Weekend Rout

Staff Reporter

“

SWINGERS (Left) Senior outfielder
Brett Bielec stares down Corban’s pitcher
during Central’s doubleheader. In gametwo of the doubleheader Bielec scored
five runs and went 3-3 with 5 RBI’s in the
20-3 rout. (Below) Senior pitcher Kyle
Long delivers a pitch during Central’s 8-2
victory Saturday. Long through a complete game with three strikeouts.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOSEPH EPPERSON
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Game 1:
CWU 8 - Corban 2
Game 2:
CWU 20 - Corban 3

R

Central outscored their opponents 4927 last week. The team split a two-game
series at Whitworth last Tuesday, shutting
out the Pirates 13-0 in the ﬁrst game and
then falling 12-1 in the second. The team
came home over the weekend to face Corban University in a four-game set and won
three of them, splitting the two games on
Friday with a win 6-4 and then losing 8-10
in 8 innings, and blowing the Warriors out
8-2 and 20-3 on Saturday.
The Wildcats are now 15-19 (7-9
GNAC) this season, and are looking forward to ﬁnishing out the season strong after the wins.
“It’s a great momentum builder for the
next series,” said second baseman Brandon Wang.
CWU plays Simon Fraser (SFU) in a
four-game series on Saturday and Sunday.
“We swept [SFU] last time we played
them,” Wang said. “We’re looking to do
the same thing next time we play them.”
The ‘Cats ended up on both sides of
a blowout against Whitworth on Tuesday.
All but three of CWU’s 13 runs came in
the middle innings, with RBIs coming
from seven different Central players. Senior pitcher Kyle Long threw seven scoreless innings with two strikeouts and no
walks.
It was a completely different story in
the second game. CWU was allowed six
hits while giving up 17, including six in the
bottom of the sixth for Whitworth.
“We rode the roller coaster to say the
least,” said senior catcher and designated
hitter David Leid. “Everything was really
going our way, and the second game we
couldn’t get anything going.”
The Pirates brought in an off-speed
pitcher to start the second game, and it
helped to contribute to the loss in game
two. Glen Reser hit a home run in the ﬁfth
inning to prevent CWU from getting completely shut out in game two.
Reser was 2-4 on that day, both were
extra-base hits. Central split the Friday
games in two closely contested matches.
Central took an early 3-0 lead in the ﬁrst the doubleheader on Saturday came in
game with two of the three RBIs coming the ﬁrst four innings. Corban scored one
in the third and one in the ﬁfth, and after
from senior inﬁelder Brandon Wang.
Corban scored one run in the third and that no other runs were scored in the reone in the ﬁfth to make it a one-run game, maining four innings.
Wang was 3-3, and hit in three of
but a three-run home run by catcher Kyle
CWU’s
eight runs during the game.
Sani in the seventh put the victory in the
“I just got the right pitches in the right
books. Corban was unable to climb back
from the deﬁcit despite scoring a run in counts,” Wang said.
A quick 2-0 lead by Corban in the ﬁrst
the eighth and ninth inning.
inning of gameS a t u r d a y
four led some fans
brought sunshine
to think that the day
and 28 mile-perIt might have played a would turn out like
hour winds, and
although the wind
factor for [Corban], but we many of the series
CWU has had
deﬁnitely played a
were hitting the ball hard that
this season, winning
role in determining
all day, so I think wind or by a large margin in
whether or not ﬂy
game and losballs stayed in the
no wind, we walk out with one
ing by an equally
park, it didn’t mean
victories.
large margin the
much to Central
second game.
players.
Brandon Webb
“We practice in
-BRETT BIELEC
proved them wrong
it, so we’re pretty
when he hit a home
used to it,” said
Senior outfielder
run in the bottom
outﬁelder Brett Biof the ﬁrst to tie the
elec. “It might have
played a factor for [Corban], but we were score at 2, and CWU never looked back
hitting the ball hard all day, so I think wind from there. A ﬁve run second inning put
the Wildcats in a comfortable 7-2 lead,
or no wind, we walk out with victories.”
The Wildcats had a total of 30 hits in and they only added to it from there, scorthe two games, nine of which were for ing one in the third, two in the fourth and
extra bases. Sani hit pitches deep all day, 10 runs in the ﬁfth.
with a three-run home run to deep left in
The Wildcats are looking to take the
the ﬁrst inning.
momentum from winning the series at
Sani hit one equally hard in the third home and ﬁnish the season strong. Central
inning that looked like the wind played a has one more series at home against Monsigniﬁcant role in keeping it in the ball- tana State University Billings to close out
park.
the season. The games are on Friday, May
All of CWU’s runs in game-one of 4 and Saturday, May 5.

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JOSEPH EPPERSON
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Durr Road
Clean Up
Saturday, April 21
8am – Noon
Follow Umptanum Road into
the hills. Make a left on Durr
Road and go to our Volunteer
Sign-In Table.
Morning donuts and a
hamburger lunch for hungry
volunteers!
We also provide all the trash
bags you can fill.
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Join us after the race for refreshments and educational booths with local
businesses promoting violence awareness and prevention.

100% of Proceeds Benefit Ellensburg ASPEN*
*ASPEN is dedicated to the elimination of abuse and sexual assault and all other forms of oppression through social change.
Abuse Support and Prevention Education Now is a non-profit program of Central Washington Comprehensive Mental
Health, and all services are free and confidential.

SPONSORED BY WELLNESS CENTER AND UNIVERSITY RECREATION
To pre-register or for more information, contact the Wellness Center
in SURC 139, 509-963-3213 or the Rec. Center at 509-963-3510.
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Persons with disabilities may request reasonable accommodation
by contacting Wellness Center at 509-963-3213 or CDS@cwu.edu.

